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A twisted periscope arrangement for transporting elliptically polarized light
without change in its polarization state
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The authors describe a dual-mirror 90◦ twisted periscope arrangement for transporting polarized light
in air, wherein a general elliptic polarization state of the light is preserved at all wavelengths. It is
experimentally demonstrated that in the wavelength range 400–1000 nm, this arrangement preserves
the polarization state fairly well when using either metallic or dielectric mirrors. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3518949]

Magneto-optical measurements on solids typically re-
quire circularly polarized light as a probe beam. Also on many
occasions the general elliptic polarization state of the light
emitted or reflected needs to be analyzed. In such experi-
ments it is necessary to transport the light without modifying
its polarization state, from the generation stage to the sample
and then from the sample to the analysis stage. One usually
tries to generate the circularly polarized light as close to the
point of experiment as possible and make it incident along the
same principal axis along which it was generated. This is be-
cause transporting the beam in other directions would require
it to be reflected, which can significantly modify the polar-
ization state of the light.1 The physical arrangement of such
setups can therefore become challenging, especially because
many components cannot be placed close to high magnetic
fields and the difficulty of arranging optics within cold envi-
ronments of cryostats. In principle one can solve the problem
of transporting an elliptically polarized light by using high-
reflectivity dielectric-multilayer based distributed Bragg mir-
rors, where for both the in-plane (p) and the out-of-plane (s)
polarizations the reflectivity can be better that 99%.2 How-
ever, these mirrors work over a limited wavelength range and
are therefore not suitable for spectroscopy over much wider
wavelength spans. There are other areas in which light beam
steering without disturbing its polarization state is important.
The use of circularly polarized light for the generation of
spin-polarized electrons in group III–V semiconductors, and
also the diagnosis of electron spin polarization by analyzing
the fractional circular polarization of recombination emission,
have become important techniques in the emerging subject of
spintronics.3 Use of such techniques for practical device ap-
plications on a large scale would require low cost solutions
for steering circularly polarized light, thus making the use of
relatively expensive Bragg mirrors impractical. Here we de-
scribe a twisted periscope arrangement for steering and trans-
porting a general elliptically polarized light beam, without
disturbing its polarization state. We experimentally show that
this arrangement works well both with metallic and dielectric
mirrors.
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The light trajectory in the normal periscope arrangement
is shown in Fig. 1(a). Here, light incident along x̂ continues to
travel in that direction after reflections from the two mirrors
M1 and M2. However, in the proposed 90◦ twisted periscope
arrangement in Fig. 1(b), the mirror M2 is positioned such
that after the second reflection the light travels in the ẑ di-
rection. For analysis, consider the electric field E of an ellip-
tically polarized light incident on a reflecting surface repre-
sented by

E = (p̂ E po eıφpo + ŝ Eso eıφso ) eı(k·r−ωt), (1)

where E po,so and φpo,so are the amplitude and phase, for the
two independent p and s polarizations of the incident light. k
and ω are the wave vector and angular frequency, respectively.
ŝ is the unit vector normal to the plane of incidence, while p̂ is
a unit vector lying in the plane of incidence and is orthogonal
to both ŝ and the direction of propagation of the wave k̂. In
Fig. 1(a) k̂ = x̂ is the initial direction of propagation of light
which strikes mirror M1, represented by the plane y = x , at
an angle of incidence θinc = 45◦, with the horizontal x − y
plane as the plane of incidence. In this case p̂ = ŷ and ŝ = ẑ.
After reflection from the mirror M1, a pure p or s (linearly)
polarized light will continue to be linearly polarized. However
for an elliptically polarized light in general, the polarization
state after reflection will get modified. The change in polar-
ization state after the first reflection can be characterized by
the complex ellipsometric ratio (χ1 ) defined as the ratio of the
relative outgoing p and s polarized components

χ1 = (E p/E po)

(Es/Eso)
eı([φp−φpo]−[φs−φso]) = rp

rs
eı(δφp−δφs ). (2)

Here E p,s and φp,s are the amplitude and the phase, re-
spectively, of the reflected p and s polarized components
and δφp = φp − φpo, while δφs = φs − φso. The expression
rpeıδφp (rseıδφs ) represents the complex amplitude reflec-
tion coefficient for p (s) polarized light for θinc = 45◦. For
reflectance at a single air-dielectric or air-metal interface,
rp,seıδφp,s are given by the appropriate Fresnel formulae1 and
involve the complex refractive indices of the reflecting sur-
face. The refractive indices depend on the wavelength of light
therefore the change in the polarization state, as character-
ized by χmag

1
= rp/rs and χphas

1
= δφp − δφs , will also vary
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Light trajectory in a normal periscope arrange-
ment. (b) Light trajectory in the 90◦ twisted periscope arrangement. Blue and
red arrows indicate the two independent linear polarizations that need to be
considered. M1 and M2 are identical metal or dielectric mirrors.

with wavelength. In Fig. 1(b) again the change in polarization
state is the same as above after the first reflection. Now let
us consider the situation in Fig. 1(b) after light is reflected by
the second mirror M2 represented by the plane y = z + d, d
being the distance between the centers of M1 and M2 along
ŷ. Notice that here the polarization that corresponded to p (s),
when the light was incident on M1, has become s (p) polariza-
tion. Hence after the second reflection in the twisted periscope
(TP) arrangement the ellipsometric ratio becomes

χ2TP = rp rs

rs rp
eı(δφp+δφs−δφs−δφp) = 1. (3)

With χmag
2TP

= 1 and χphas
2TP

= 0, the polarization state of
the transported light will remain unchanged in the twisted
periscope arrangement. Using a similar approach, it is easy to
see that in the normal periscope (NP) arrangement in Fig. 1(a)
it is not possible to preserve the polarization state, since we
get χ2NP �= 1.

We have experimentally studied how the polarization
state of light is affected during transport by the twisted
periscope arrangement. We performed measurements using
a pair of front surface coated aluminum mirrors and also a
pair of polished silicon wafers. For the measurements, light
from a tungsten lamp was dispersed by a 0.5 m focal length
monochromator and then polarized using a Glan–Taylor po-
larizer. The change in the polarization state of light after the
first and the second reflection was estimated by the stan-
dard ellipsometry technique involving a photoelastic modu-
lator (PEM).4 In all measurements, the axis of the first polar-
izer was kept at 90◦ and the PEM axis was at 45◦ to ŷ in the
y − z plane. For measurements involving only a single mir-
ror, the analyzer axis was at 45◦ to x̂ in the x − z plane. In the
TP mode involving two mirrors, the analyzer was placed after
the second mirror with its axis at 45◦ to ŷ in the x − y plane.
Light was detected by using a Si photodiode. The required
first and second harmonic ac signals were measured using a
Lock-in amplifier and the dc signal using a dc voltmeter. A
basic schematic of the PEM based ellipsometry arrangement
and the equations required to obtain χmag and χphas from the
measured signals, can be found in Ref. 5.

Plots in Fig. 2 show the magnitude χmag and the phase
factor χphas of the ellipsometric ratio after reflection from
aluminum mirrors (θinc = 45◦). An angular alignment error
of about 0.5◦ is the dominant source of error in the experi-
mentally measured values indicated on the plots. The exper-
imental values match fairly well with the theoretical curves.
The latter were obtained by calculating rp,seıδφp,s which took
into account an inevitably present thin aluminum oxide layer
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FIG. 2. The ellipsometric ratio parameters of light after reflection from alu-
minum mirrors (θinc = 45◦), as a function of wavelength. (a) Measured χmag

1
(squares) after the first reflection and χmag

2TP
(circles) after the second reflec-

tion in the twisted periscope arrangement. The lines represent theoretically
expected values. (b) Measured χphas

1
(squares) and χphas

2TP
(circles). The lines

represent theoretical estimates, the dashed line assumes that the oxide layer
thickness on the two mirrors differ by 5 nm.

on the aluminum mirror surface. The calculations used wave-
length dependent real and imaginary parts of the refractive in-
dices of aluminum and aluminum oxide.6 An oxide thickness
of 18 nm was required to match the theoretical values with
experiment. Note that after a single reflection, χmag

1
and χphas

1

values are different from 1 and 0, respectively, and that their
values are wavelength dependent. In contrast, after the second
reflection in the twisted periscope arrangement, we see that
the measured χmag

2TP
and χphas

2TP
are nearly 1 and 0, respectively,

at all wavelengths. Figure 3(a) depicts how the polarization
state of light of wavelength 800 nm is altered, by tracing the
electric field vector during one time period of (i) an incident
right-circularly polarized light, (ii) after its reflection from the
first aluminum mirror and then (iii) after a further reflection
from the second aluminum mirror in the twisted periscope ar-
rangement. From results shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(a) it is ev-
ident that after the second reflection in the twisted periscope
arrangement although the electric field amplitude and there-
fore the light intensity changes, the final polarization state is
again right-circular at all wavelengths just as it was for the
original incident light. Note that the average value of χphas

2TP
has
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) State of polarization, pictured as the trace of the
electric field vector in one time-period, of an initial right-circularly polarized
(big circle) light beam of wavelength 800 nm after a first reflection (ellipse)
from an aluminum mirror (θinc = 45◦) and after the next reflection (small
circle) from a second aluminum mirror in the twisted periscope arrangement.
(b) The corresponding cases when silicon mirrors are used.
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FIG. 4. The ellipsometric ratio parameters of light after reflection from pol-
ished silicon mirrors (θinc = 45◦), as a function of wavelength. (a) Measured
χmag

1
(squares) after the first reflection and χmag

2TP
(circles) after the second

reflection in the twisted periscope arrangement. The lines represent theoreti-
cally expected values. (b) Measured χphas

1
(squares) and χphas

2TP
(circles). The

lines represent theoretical estimates, the dashed line assumes that the oxide
layer thickness on the two mirrors differ by 0.5 nm.

a small deviation from 0. A simulated χphas
2TP

curve in Fig. 2(b)
(dashed line), which matches the measured values well, sug-
gests that the deviation arises because the two mirrors are not
exactly identical. The difference between the mirrors could be
attributed to the surface oxide layer thickness, to which χphas

is very sensitive, differing by ∼ 5 nm.
To show that this approach works equally well with di-

electric mirrors, where the nature of amplitude and phase
change upon reflection differs from that for a metallic mir-
ror, we replaced the aluminum mirrors with polished sil-
icon wafers. Plots in Fig. 4 show the ellipsometric ratio

magnitude and phase after reflection from the silicon mirrors
(θinc = 45◦). Again theoretical estimates involved calculation
of rp,seıδφp,s for an air-silicon dioxide-silicon structure, with
an average oxide thickness of 4 nm. Here too the measured
χmag

2TP
and χphas

2TP
are nearly 1 and 0, respectively, at all wave-

lengths. In Fig. 3(b) a trace of the electric field vector during
one time period depicts how for silicon mirrors the polariza-
tion state of a right-circularly polarized light of wavelength
800 nm is altered after each reflection. Since at these wave-
lengths the reflectivity of silicon is low compared to that of
aluminum, the electric field amplitude after the second reflec-
tion is much smaller. However, we again see that the polar-
ization state of the transported beam after the second reflec-
tion in the twisted periscope arrangement is back to the origi-
nal right-circular polarization. Thus the twisted periscope ar-
rangement, for transporting polarized light without changing
its polarization state, works well with both ordinary metallic
as well as dielectric mirrors.
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